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From the President
Marianne Wright

Recapping 2015, the FRIENDS OF GEOGRAPHY hosted
two events that included Friends of Geography
members and friends. Our annual luncheon and
presentation was held on Sunday, May 17th at the

California Room in the UCLA Faculty Center. We
were treated to a lovely luncheon and
a presentation from Professor Helga
Leitner and The Alexander von
Humboldt Chair and Professor Eric
Sheppard, “FROM KAMPUNGS TO CONDO’S,
LAND CONVERSIONS AND
HABITAT EXTINCTION IN
JAKARTA, INDONESIA.” It
was an enthralling
presentation with a
fabulous visual component.
Then this past fall, FOG
hosted Hartmut Walter, UCLA
Emeritus Faculty member and
noted wildlife photographer,
on Saturday, November 14th,
for a “Malibu Birding and
Wildlife Photo Workshop.”

We gathered at the Malibu Lagoon State Beach at
9:00 am for complimentary coffee, juice, bagels, and
pastries while Dr. Walter gave a short course on
effective and beautiful photography of birds, the

local bird species and the
current marsh habitat
restoration. The group
then took a 2-hour walk
through the park area,
taking
pictures
and
getting to know one
another. It was a fabulous
and hot morning, but
well worth the effort!
Continued on page 2

Continued from first page

Other great news includes the addition of Tanishia
Wright to the FOG Board as treasurer (see article in
this newsletter) and the University again granting
the FRIENDS OF GEOGRAPHY UCLA Support Group status.
Thank you to Kasi McMurrey and Mary Miller for
helping to get us our annual certificate of
recognition.
2016 has gotten off to a terrific start. My husband
Matt and I were privileged to join the other Friends
of Geography Board Members Mary Miller and
Tanishia Wright, at the annual Alexander von
Humboldt cocktail reception and dinner, this year
held on Thursday, February 4th, at the Covel
Commons on the UCLA
campus. We were treated
to a lovely dinner and
presentations from both
Department Chair Larry
Smith and John Muir
Chair Glen MacDonald
(wearing a kilt no less!)
Earlier in the day, the
Alexander von Humboldt
Lecture was presented by
Dr. Bruce Braun, Professor
of Geography at the
University of Minnesota,
“TIGHT OIL/FAST OIL; LIFE AND
DEATH IN THE BAKKEN OIL
FIELDS.”
The oil boom in North Dakota’s Bakken region
captured America’s attention in the years
immediately following the 2008 financial crisis and
recession, becoming the subject of countless articles,
documentaries, art exhibitions, and even reality TV
shows. Attention focused primarily on the influx of
male workers, the promise of high wages, and the
oil boom’s worker camps, strip clubs and bars. Far
less attention was given to another aspect of the
boom: the rate at which workers were dying on the
job as an order of magnitude higher than in other
US oilfields. The talk focused to the conjoined
geological, technological, and political-economic
conditions by which “tight oil” becomes “fast oil”,
with consequences for workers and communities
locally, nationally and globally. By tracing the
conditions of “fast oil”, Dr. Braun argued that the
Bakken oil boom has much to tell us about the
specific juncture in which we live and work today,
and points to analytical and conceptual tools
needed to understand and negotiate life and labor
in the Anthropocene.
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From the Chair
Professor and Chair
Laurence Smith

2015 was a fantastic year for the UCLA Department
of Geography. Our world-class faculty and students
were able to make positive impacts and
contributions across a wide range of venues. These
include outstanding research, for example,
advancing current states of knowledge on urban
studies, the California drought, urban heat waves,
global technology dissemination through patents,
drone remote sensing, and sea level rise from the
melting Greenland ice sheet. Numerous faculty
awards and accolades included the election of
Professor Glen MacDonald to the National Academy
of Sciences.
The UCLA Department of Geography continues to
excel in innovative, high-quality teaching, including
pioneering new online classes in GIS and geospatial
technology that have caught attention of the UC
Office of the President and California Governor's
Office, led by Professor Michael Shin. Our expansion
into the online arena will enable UCLA expertise to
be shared more broadly, even beyond the UCLA
campus community. Professor Thomas Gillespie is
the latest Geography professor to win the elite,
highly competitive campus-wide UCLA Teaching
Award.
UCLA Geography faculty and students actively
shared their discoveries with the broader public
through open lectures, online forums, op-eds and
documentary films, and their work was covered in
major news outlets including the NY Times, Los
Angeles Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Washington
Post, Smithsonian Channel, KPCC radio, and others.
UCLA's commitment to maintaining a world-class
faculty was evidenced through successful
recruitment of Professor Dennis Lettenmaier, (see
article page 7) one of the world's top experts in
water resources, to join our Department last year.
Our graduate students continue to excel both
during and after their time at UCLA, with (for
example) eight PhD graduates winning tenure-track
positions and several winning prestigious postdoctoral appointments since last year. Thanks to the
generosity of Friends of Geography and several
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private donors, we were able to award a wider
range of student fellowships and travel grants this
year.
Did you know that publications such as U.S. News &
World Report factor in the percentage of alumni
who give back to their alma mater when
determining university and departmental rankings?
Your membership and generosity as Friends of
Geography impacts our alumni giving percentage,
thus improving the ranking of the UCLA
Department of Geography. We sincerely thank you,
for your membership and generosity, as a UCLA
Friend of Geography.

Alumni and Emeriti
News
EDWARD SOJA, longtime UCLA scholar and Urban
Planning faculty member, passed away Sunday,
November 1, 2015 in Los Angeles at the age of 75.
Dr. Soja was born in New York in 1940. He earned
his Ph.D. in Geography from Syracuse University and
began his career as a specialist on Africa at
Northwestern University. After being recruited to
UCLA in 1972, he began focusing his research on
urban restructuring in Los Angeles, as well as the
critical study of cities and regions. His interests were
wide-ranging, including questions of regional
development, planning and governance, and the
spatiality of social life.
During his long and distinguished career as a scholar
at UCLA, Dr. Soja also devoted himself to teaching
both graduate and undergraduate students and
serving as doctoral academic advisor to numerous
Ph.D. candidates from the Department of Urban
Planning. In addition to courses on regional and
international development, he also taught courses
in urban political economy and planning theory.
Most recently, Dr. Soja
received the Vautrin-Lud
International Prize for
Geography for 2015. This
award, often known as the
‘Nobel Prize of Geography’,
was announced during the
26th International Festival
of Geography. This prize
honors the career of a
distinguished geographer
whose work has been very influential within and
beyond the discipline.
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DR. WESLEY REISSER, PHD, UCLA Geography, 2010. Dr.
Reisser, a National Councilor for AGS, was recently
announced as the winner of the United Nations
Association Tex Harris Award for Human Rights and
Diplomacy.
The award is being presented
to Dr. Reisser for his work on
LGBT rights at the United
Nations and on his analytical
work on voting patterns at
the UN regarding human
rights issues more broadly. Dr.
Reisser has spent the past five
years working at the U.S.
Department of State on human rights and
humanitarian issues at the UN, and led the process
within the U.S. government on creating a policy to
promote the human rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender persons at the UN, which has led
to several major strides including the adoption of
the first-ever resolutions on LGBT rights at the UN
Human Rights Council in Geneva and the holding of
the first UN Security Council briefing on the subject
earlier this year, focusing on ISIL’s targeting of the
gay community in ISIL controlled areas of Iraq and
Syria. Dr. Reisser is very excited to receive this award
and to use it to further strengthen ties between the
U.S. government and civil society organizations in
the pursuit of human rights globally.
His work on UN voting has also had a strong
geographic angle, as he has worked to better model
and predict UN voting patterns through the use of
geopolitical analysis and modeling. Dr. Reisser
received the award, along with two other human
rights award winners, in a ceremony on Capitol Hill
on December 10, Human Rights Day, which is the
anniversary of the UN’s adoption of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights
NICK BAUCH, who received his PhD from our
department in 2010, has taken a position as
assistant professor in the department of geography
at the University of Oklahoma. There he will be
building and directing the Geohumanities Research
Center, the first of its kind in the US.
Nick's first book, A GEOGRAPHY OF DIGESTION:
BIOTECHNOLOGY AND THE KELLOGG CEREAL ENTERPRISE, is
forthcoming from the University of California Press;
his ENCHANTING THE DESERT: A PATTERN LANGUAGE FOR THE
PRODUCTION OF SPACE, the first publication in their
Digital Monograph series, is forthcoming from
Stanford University Press.
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TONY ORME was selected as one of
three winners in 2015 of the
Edward A. Dickson Emeritus
Professorship Award, which
includes a prize of $5,000.
Honoring outstanding research,
scholarly work, teaching, and
service performed by an emeritus
or emerita professor since
retirement, the award is funded from a gift
endowment established by the late Edward A.
Dickson, a regent of the University of California
from 1913 to 1946.
Professor Orme of the UCLA Geography
Department and a member of the UCLA Institute of
the Environment and Sustainability, has been at
UCLA since 1968 and retired in 2010. After receiving
his Ph.D. in geography from the University of
Birmingham in England, he joined UCLA’s
Department of Geography, going on to serve as
department chair and then dean of Social Sciences
in the UCLA College. His scholarly contributions
have continued unabated since retirement. In
addition, he was instrumental in rescuing the
important UC White Mountain Research Center in
the Owens Valley from financial insolvency and
closure. After heading the committee that analyzed
the center’s problems, he received the unsolicited
appointment as its director. Under his guidance, the
center has been modernized and refurbished and
placed on sound financial footing, making it highly
respected research site.
GARY DUNBAR, Professor Emeritus of
the University of California at Los
Angeles, who made notable
contributions in the history of
geography, passed away on
August 16, 2015, at the age of 84.
Gary Seamans Dunbar was born
on June 8, 1931 in Clifton Springs,
New York. By 1948 he was
valedictorian of Avon Central School graduating
class. Further academic credentials came from the
University of Virginia where he earned a bachelor’s
degree with distinction (1952) and a master’s degree
(1953).
In 1956 he completed his doctorate at Louisiana
State University with a thesis entitled “Cultural
Geography of the North Carolina Outer Banks.” This
was later published as a book: HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
OF THE NORTH CAROLINA OUTER BANKS (1958).
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After a year teaching at Longwood College in
Farmville, VA, he returned to the University of
Virginia where he remained from 1957 to 1967. He
began as assistant professor, later becoming
chairman of the geography department. During this
time he also taught at the University of Dacca in
East Pakistan (now Dhaka in Bangladesh) as a
Fulbright Senior Research Scholar (1962-1963), and
spent two years at Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria,
Nigeria (1965-1967). In the summers he taught at
various Canadian universities: University of
Manitoba (1961), Queen’s University (1962),
McMaster University (1963), and York University
(1968). In 1967 he joined the department of
geography at the University of California, Los
Angeles, remaining there until retirement in 1988.
Dunbar published considerably with special
reference to intellectual history. He was particularly
interested in the history of both U.S. and French
geography. His books included: ELISÉE RECLUS,
HISTORIAN OF NATURE (1978), THE HISTORY OF GEOGRAPHY:
TRANSLATIONS OF SOME FRENCH AND GERMAN ESSAYS (1983),
THE HISTORY OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY: AN ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SELECTED WORKS (1985), MODERN
GEOGRAPHY: AN ENCYCLOPEDIC SURVEY (1991), A
BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHY IN THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY (1992; second edition 1996), and
GEOGRAPHY, DISCIPLINE, PROFESSION AND SUBJECT SINCE 1870:
AN INTERNATIONAL SURVEY (2001).
He was a member of several professional societies
including the Association of American Geographers,
which he joined in 1953. From 1981 to 1992 he
served as President of the Association of Pacific
Coast Geographers. He also served on several
editorial boards.
On early retirement at the age of 58, he moved to
Cooperstown, NY, an area he had first visited in
1952 as a graduate student. While researching the
cultivation of hops for his Master’s thesis, he was
captivated by the village, Otsego Lake and the
surrounding countryside. It became his home for
the last 27 years of his life and he much appreciated
the quietude of offered by the Cooperstown
environment, where he was involved in various local
community organizations.
Gary Dunbar was a kindly person, quite given to
helping others, and happily productive in the genre
of the history of geography. He leaves behind his
beloved wife of 62 years, Elizabeth, their three
children, Emily, Elihu, and Esther, and four
grandchildren.
From the AAG Website - contributed by Geoffrey Martin.
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Other Department Notes

We are UCLA's Geography Association!

GLEN MACDONALD was elected a Member of the
National Academy of Sciences in recognition of his
“distinguished and continuing achievements in
original research.” The Academy was founded by
President Abraham Lincoln during the Civil War to
provide scientific assistance to the Nation. It is the
highest membership honor an American scientist
can receive. Members have included figures such as
Thomas Edison and Albert Einstein. UCLA
Geography has four current Academy Members –
Bill Clark, Jared Diamond, Dennis Lettemeier and
now Glen MacDonald. Glen’s induction will take
place in April 2016.
GLEN MACDONALD received the James Parsons
Distinguished Career Award from the Biogeography
Specialty Group of the Association of American
Geographers.

The Geography Association at UCLA strives to
enhance the undergraduate experience for
geographers and those interested in the discipline.
There are many ways through which we accomplish
this, including academics, social, and networking
opportunities. Geography is a versatile discipline
and acts as the link between the natural and social
sciences. Events include conference-formatted talks
hosted by UCLA professors and TAs, ethnic dinner
nights, cultural and hiking trips around the Los
Angeles area, and guest presentations from the
field. We also invite our members to attend or
present their research at local, regional, and
national geography conferences.
Check out their website at:
http://geographyassociationucla.weebly.com.

LARRY SMITH AND GLEN MACDONALD were elected
Fellows of the American Geophysical Union with
induction to place December 2015. Only 1 in 1000
members of the AGU are elected as Fellows
annually. It is extremely rare to have two members
from the same department in a single year. Pictured
in February at the annual Alexander von Humboldt
cocktail reception and dinner at UCLA.
LARRY SMITH and his graduate team were featured on
the front page of the New York Times, highlighting
his research in Greenland.
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/10/27/world/
greenland-is-melting-away.html?_r=0
DR. YONGKANG XUE, along with Yu Gu,
Fernando De Sales and Thomas
Gillespie, received a 1.8 million
dollar National Science Foundation
Grant in August 2015. This project
will contribute to identifying the
attribution of East Asian precipitation changes to
anthropogenic and natural drivers and the effects
of climate variability on the ecosystem and water
resources. The Tibetan Plateau is the source of major
Asian river systems that support more than a billion
people downstream. The results from this study will
provide useful information for surface hydrology
and agriculture, critical for a populous and
economically vibrant part of the world. The tools for
this EA study can be used for global and other
regional studies and the state-of-the-art models
developed in this project will be released to the
research community. This project will also contribute
to a number of educational outreach activities.

Friends of Geography

Pictured (Top Row, L to R) Publicity Chair, Brenda Herrera;
Treasurer, Yuxi Suo; President, Johnneson Mymala; and Vice
President, Gabriela Morales. (Bottom Row, L to R) Events Chair,
Sarah Huang; Webmaster, Aaron Wong; Historian, Alexa Fornes;
and Secretary: Edith Rodriguez. Not pictured – GIS Rep: Alex
Gomez. Gabriela (Majoring in Geography/Environmental Studies
and minoring in Environmental Systems and Society) and
Johnneson (Majoring in Geography and minoring in Global
Studies) were the FoG Scholarship recipients in 2015. Both will
graduate this spring, 2016.
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To travel is to discover that everyone
is wrong about other countries.
— ALDOUS HUXLEY
Spring 2016

Studying the World
in a Different Way

Perhaps the most important part of these learning
experiences is how we try to solve the many
problems that face us here in L.A. and around the
world and how we can work together to solve
major problems with our expanding knowledge of
cultures and urban geography. Some of the written
information in our guide is getting dated now, but
is still relevant and full of history and waiting for
new geographers to add new neighborhoods or
more details about the neighborhoods we already
cover. You can find it at

William A. Selby
Retired Professor
in the Earth Science department
at Santa Monica College,
and current FoG Vice President

Physical and human geographers throughout
Southern California are leading an amazing variety
of research projects, educational initiatives and field
trips. Many of them help solve the important
problems that face us in the 21st Century while
most of them help us better understand the forces
and processes that are changing our physical and
human landscapes. Until we establish one specific
place to access information about these activities,
we can use current technologies to share our efforts
to demonstrate to a larger audience the important
role of geography and geographers in our region.
For more than 30 years, I have taken students (many
end up at UCLA) on a wide variety of field trips that
help them apply in real world experiences what
they have been learning in the classroom. We have
discovered new species in Death Valley while
working with National Park Service biologists,
helped with research projects in the Channel Islands
National Park and many other locations, assisted
with habitat restoration and other research projects
in the Santa Monica Mountains, and volunteered to
help eradicate nonnative species at Wildlands
Conservancy sites. Our adventures throughout the
years have also allowed us to explore and study the
diverse human landscapes of our region as our
urban landscapes also speak to us.
Celebrating
the
most
culturally
diverse
metropolitan area in the world requires an
understanding of the people and landscapes they
have built within each neighborhood. This is why,
after many years of gathering research and various
publications about these cultures and places, I
organized a Cultural Tour of L.A., also known as
“EAT YOUR WAY THROUGH L.A.” It was designed many
years ago to tour as much of the world as possible
in one day (but within L.A.) and to return by dark.
This exhausting experience of sights, sounds, smells,
and especially tastes of L.A. allowed us to see the
world in a different way and to understand the
connections and differences between us and the
landscapes we build.

Friends of Geography

http://homepage.smc.edu/selby_william/SelbyProject_print.pdf
It is my dream that, as we consolidate our efforts,
this could be the foundation for a more thorough
and comprehensive web site that explores all the
cultures and neighborhoods that combine to make
us the most culturally diverse region on our planet.

Thank you
The Friends and Department of Geography
thank all those generous donors who
supported us over the past year and made this
Newsletter and the activities reported possible.

New FOG Board Member
Tanishia Wright
Tanishia Wright is a UCLA
Geography/Environmental Studies
Alumni and a public health
professional who currently holds a
managerial position within the
Chronic Disease and Injury
Prevention
branch
at
the
Department of Public Health.
After graduating from UCLA, Tanishia worked in
the health policy field where she oversaw a food
policy coalition that addressed health disparities in
underserved communities.
She was recently recognized for her heartfelt TED
talk that she presented on obesity prevention and
food policy advocacy. Tanishia received a BA in
Geography/Environmental Studies from UCLA with
an emphasis in public health, and also holds a
Master’s Degree in Counseling Psychology. An avid
reader, environmentalist, meditator, TEDster and
yogi, Tanishia loves spending time in nature with
her family and hiking in the Santa Monica/Palos
Verdes Peninsula mountains.
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Faculty Focus
Dennis Lettenmaier
Dennis Lettenmaier joined the
UCLA Geography faculty in
November of 2014. He is a
hydrologist who prior to
joining the UCLA faculty was in
the Civil and Environmental
Engineering Department at the University of
Washington for 39 years. He’s a past president of
the American Geophysical Union’s Hydrology
Section, and a member of the National Academy of
Engineering.
He’s published over 300 papers during the course of
his career. Over the last decade or two, many of
them have focused on hydrological modeling and
prediction at large scales, and hydrologic change,
which he views as a grand challenge to the
hydrologic community. The Variable Infiltration
Capacity (VIC) hydrologic model, developed by his
group at the University of Washington along with
collaborators at Princeton University, has been
widely used – by one estimate, in over 50 countries.
It was one of the first hydrological models to be
designed for predictions of stream flow,
evapotranspiration, soil moisture, and other
hydrologic variables in large river basins, and even
at continental and global scales. One notable
application of the model, reconstructed snow packs
across the Western U.S. in the second half of the
20th Century (Mote et al., Bull. Am. Met. Soc., 2005),
and showed that over most of the West, snow packs
had declined, especially at low elevations (an
ongoing project at UCLA has extended the analysis,
which ended in 1997 in the original work, to 2014,
and shows the downtrends continuing). Other
applications of the model have been to projections
of future runoff in the Colorado and Columbia River
basins, as well as the Sacramento and San Joaquin
River basins of California.
Professor Lettenmaier has a long history of
interactions with NASA’s Earth Science Division. He
spent a year at NASA Headquarters as a program
manager in the late 1990s. During that year, he was
involved in early discussions about the need for
NASA satellite missions focused on hydrology and
water resources science and applications. The
Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT)
mission, a joint activity of NASA and CNES, the
French space agency, eventually evolved from those
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early discussions. SWOT is planned for launch in
2020, and has already motivated a new generation
of researchers to determine how the new SWOT
observations of the levels of water in lakes,
reservoirs, rivers, and wetlands globally can best be
exploited for both science and applied purposes.
Among the practical applications of the
unprecedented observations of surface water
bodies that SWOT will provide will be stream flow
forecasting, especially in parts of the world where
in situ observing networks are sparse or
nonexistent. Another will be monitoring of
reservoir storage in trans-boundary river basins
where data are not freely exchanged among
countries. A related NASA-sponsored project being
undertaken by his group is developing improved
data sets of storage variations in reservoirs globally
based on current satellite altimetry (the primary
purpose of which is to observe ocean water levels.)?
These estimates are now limited to the very largest
reservoirs and lakes globally, but the number will be
vastly expanded with the launch of SWOT.
Professor Lettenmaier’s group also has interests in
drought and changes in drought patterns, especially
across the West. One aspect of his group’s current
work is examination of whether Western U.S.
droughts, which are closely tied to winter snow
packs, are transitioning from precipitation control
(as was the case in the water year 1976-77droughts,
which in many respects remain the most severe of
the ~100-year instrumental record) to temperature
control, as evidenced by record low snow packs in
winter 2014-15, despite precipitation which, while
below normal, was not exceptionally so. Other
drought-related work with collaborator Kingtse Mo
at NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center has explored
the nature of what they term “flash drought” in the
U.S. corn belt, which showed a surprising
resurgence in summer 2012 following decades of
declines.
Asked why a Civil Engineer would join a Geography
Department, Professor Lettenmaier responded that
many of the best hydrologists in the world are in
geography departments. Furthermore, Geography
at UCLA is especially vibrant, with a good mix of
early and mid-career faculty, and excellent graduate
students that bodes well for its future.
Furthermore, UCLA geography has a good balance
between human and physical geography which
offers a different way of thinking about problems
that involve aspects of both physical science and
human dimensions, which is the case for many
water-related problems.
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GF-29
Friends of Geography
UCLA Geography Department
Box 951524
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1524

Save the Date:

Sunday, May 22, 2016
Annual
UCLA Friends of Geography and
UCLA Geography Department
Luncheon
UCLA FACULTY CENTER
Noon to 3:00 pm
Held in conjunction with

I ♥ UCLA WEEK
Invitations to follow

CONTRIBUTORS
The FOG HORN is a publication of the
University of California, Los Angeles,
Friends of Geography (FOG), an alumni
and friends support group of the
Geography Department, dedicated to
furthering the discipline of Geography..
Thanks to those
in the Geography Department:

LAURENCE SMITH, Chair
KASI MCMURRY,
Management Services Officer
MATT ZEBROWSKI, Cartographer
Thanks to: Marianne Wright (Editor,)
and those who contributed to this
newsletter including Laurence Smith,
Matt Zebrowski, Mary Miller, Glen
MacDonald, William Selbly
and Dennis Lettenmaier
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